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Heer are three misstakes. Jan Rossey.
Fine-line marking pen (black) on paper,
colored in Affinity Photo. 4.1" x 5.8".
“Jan Rossey,” page 20.
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Beautiful Letters. Susan Houchin. 2017. Accordion book with alphabet, 4" x 54"
open, and Japanese folded box, 4" x 5" x 1" closed. The book is made of handmade
paper from the Morgan Conservatory (Cleveland, Ohio); a panel with a hand-done
decorated letter is mounted on each page. The box is covered with book cloth and
decorative wrapping paper from Germany. Book dimensions are height x width.

Beyond Simple Accordions
by Stephanie Sherwood and Susan Houchin

The history of the accordion book is deep – examples
come from many cultures and traditions, East and West,
dating back centuries. The structure is called accordion
fold because its mountain and valley folds make it look
like the musical instrument of that name. However, the
book goes by many other names – concertina (another
musical instrument), leporello, zigzag book, fan book,
and flag book, among others. Interestingly, the name
leporello comes from the character Leporello in Mozart’s
opera Don Giovanni. In the opera, the character Leporello
comes onstage, unfolds an accordion book, and proceeds

to read about the many conquests of Don Juan.
Artists and calligraphers have long enjoyed displaying their
work in accordion books, as the flat pages provide an excellent format for their work and the opened books can usually
stand on their own, which is good for display purposes. Additionally, the books are easy to make, requiring no sewing
skills (although sewing can be used to add embellishment).
The accordion book has many variations, and we enjoy
making all of them. We have grouped our accordion-fold
books in five different categories, based on structure and
content.
Bound & Lettered b Spring 2020
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Little
Houses
by Margaret Beech
You will need:
• 4 sheets of A4 (or 8.5" x 11") lightweight cardstock.
This will make two books. For instructional
purposes, I am using four different colors. Your
cardstock should all be the same color.
• 1 sheet of cardstock cut to 10cm x 21cm (4" x 8.25"),
for the side support
• 1 A4 sheet of little houses color-copied onto white card
(see page 12)
• Glue stick, paperclips, craft knife or scissors, needle, thread

The pages

1. Place the sheets of A4 cardstock 2-3 finger-widths
apart and secure with paperclips.

2. To create the book’s pages, cut through all four
sheets along an undulating line approximately 1/3 of
the way into the top sheet, as shown.

3. After removing paperclips, align one set of pages at
the straight edge. Your contour lines will appear. Repeat
with your second set of pages.

4. Now you have a choice. Either leave the pages as they
are (as shown in Step 3) or reverse (flip over) pages 1 and
3 (as shown above) to make a more interesting landscape.
You can even swap pages from one set to the other.
Bound & Lettered b Spring 2020
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Calligraphy:
Expanding
Our Horizons
by Gina Jonas

Today’s calligraphy must, I believe, be
a wholehearted response to our time.
In teaching, I now offer a holistic, toolcentered approach to expand and enliven
our traditional, form-centered method. My
new approach to making letters emerged
through a growing awareness of my body
as an essential player. Paying more attention to how the writing tool is held and
how it contacts the paper made me a
more active participant and invigorated
me as well as my letterforms. The quality
of this experience put the traditional,
form-centered method of teaching calligraphy in a new light.
The emphasis on the precise imitation
of the forms of a model alphabet displays
a certain cultural bias that favors surface
image, a superficial likeness, over complexity and depth. An emphasis on stroke
form and direction (ductus) neglects the
dynamic qualities that give the letterform
beauty and expressive power – movement,
energy, rhythm, and feeling. By working
holistically, I recognized these as embodied qualities and, enacting them through
sensitive contact, my characters began to
dance: forming letters became a more intimate, engaged endeavor. Rather than using
a mark-making tool as an extension of
only my eye, I took up the tool as an extension of my whole being – mind, body, and

Letter strokes, shapes, and spacing are to be
seen as plastic elements in service of visual
and verbal meaning.

feeling – animating my forms and myself
in the process!
A fervent wish to further this kind of
experience led me to embrace the practices and values of meditation. Just as
our fast-paced, stress-filled culture has
been discovering their benefits, I realized
these practices and values could also help
calligraphers to enrich the letter-making
experience and to enhance well-being.
Practicing calligraphy as mindfulness and
meditation, we cultivate such values as
patience, kindness, and a nonjudgmental
attitude. This approach to practice gives us
permission to take our time; it encourages
a calm self-possession as we work, and it
distinguishes between the critical analysis
of forms (useful) and criticizing ourselves
(not useful!) as we learn new skills.
Meditation also supports the slowing way
down that is needed to truly experience
both calligraphy’s perceptual and felt qualities. Slowing down helps open new channels for receiving feedback – from one’s
body in motion and the tool as it contacts
and converses with the writing surface.
Coordinating my breath with movement,

The image of a word can be used to give expression to its meaning. This was written with a
Conté crayon.

I discovered, helps infuse stroke-making
with a natural rhythm: inhale, push up;
exhale, pull down. With body and mind
relaxed, a newly embodied attention
helped develop my skill, confidence, and
creativity. From these wellsprings flowed
a deep desire to explore calligraphy as art.
Composed of lines, shapes, and spaces,
the calligraphic word is certainly as much
an image as it is a verbal symbol. While
some form-based instructional guides do
introduce design elements and principles,
they do it after alphabet study. My new
approach makes design an integral part
of calligraphic practice from the start.
Early on, we learn to see letter strokes and
shapes and spacing as plastic elements –
calligraphy is not a rigid set of characters
like a typeface! From this foundational

Ink meditations like these are used to develop a
visual-kinesthetic theme of repetition and variation, engaging motion as gestural expression, as
felt movement.

perspective, we explore graphic possibilities through the variables of weight,
size, proportion, and color. We approach
calligraphy as an expressive art, one that
– uniquely – translates verbal meaning
into visual meaning. Legible or illegible,
all calligraphy is expressive. And, as Brody
Neuenschwander recently stated, “I think
the broader value of calligraphy is as a tool
to create works of art and to learn design
skills.”
I’m asking you to consider how our
community of calligraphy may expand
our current form-centered instructional
method by integrating it with a holistic
(mind, body, and feeling) approach, and
I offer my book Calligraphy as Art and
Meditation: A New Approach as a springboard to such an investigation. I invite you
to use it to embark on your own aesthetic
adventure – to take heart and expand your
calligraphic horizons! •

Design and graphic elements first learned with
easier-to-use tools and alphabets are applied to
broad-edge work.
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Playing the Game. Christine Trexel.
2019. Star book. Card stock, mixedmedia paper, decorative paper, linen
thread, book cloth. 5.75" x 3.75" x 1.25"
(closed), 7.75" x 7.75" (open).

A
Book
Arts
Invitational
by Angela Batchelor

Last year, when I was given the opportunity to curate an
exhibition for the Herrett Center for Arts and Science
at the College of Southern Idaho, I instantly knew it
would be about artists’ books. Although it is something
I’ve dedicated much of my studio practice to, book arts
is a newer discipline for the Twin Falls area, and I saw
this as the perfect opportunity to show my students and
the community how exciting the field is. I gathered
a wish list of respected and established professionals in
the field of book arts, beginning with individuals I’ve
met over the years at the Focus on Book Arts conference held in Forest Grove, Oregon. I then added artists
whom I had never met in person, but whose works
I have continually admired. In addition to myself, I
ended up with thirteen amazing artists, from six states,
who all agreed to participate in this exhibition. Besides
introducing the genre of book arts, I also wanted to display a wide variety of structures, media, materials, and
content. I gave each artist the freedom to select what
works they wanted to send, and they certainly did not
disappoint. There were forty artists’ books on display.
Artists’ books are magical and intriguing. Flat and
sculptural at the same time, they present a familiar and
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beloved object that is recognizable but often in a way that
challenges us to view the book as something different.
They have the ability to delight and excite the eye,
frequently inviting a tactile response. Artists’ books
can seamlessly incorporate multiple types of media
and materials and offer an infinite number of structural
possibilities. They can be produced in limited editions
or be unique artworks. Every aspect must be carefully
selected and integrated to create a unified whole, while
still maintaining a recognizable connection to the concept of “book.”
During this exhibition, I was asked, “What is an artist’s
book?” The longer I’ve been in this discipline, the harder
it has become for me to answer that question with a
simple statement. Does it have to have words? Images?
Pages? Be bound? Have a narrative with a beginning,
middle, and end? In this exhibit, some artworks were
familiar and easily accepted as books, while others challenged the assumption of what a book is. I’ve come to
realize that perhaps it is easier to define what an artist’s
book could be, rather than what it can’t be. The definition seems to continually evolve as artists push the
boundaries.

NEW PRODUCTS
Testing Calligraphica Crystals
The first thing you notice is the clever
packaging. Each color comes in its own
double-decker container. The bottom part
holds the crystals, and the empty top part
is there to mix up the color.
Initially, when I mixed the crystals with
distilled water, I couldn’t get it smooth,
and tiny lumps remained. So I left it
overnight, and the mixture was perfectly
smooth in the morning. Getting the proper ratio of crystals to water in the mixture
took a fair number of trials.
Once I got mixture right, the testing
began. First, I used a wide broad-edged
nib (Mitchell Round Hand, size 0) without
a reservoir and was surprised to find the
flow to be excellent. I then used a pointed
nib (Nikko G) and found both the flow
and stroke quality to be good. Just about
anything flows through a folded pen, so it
was no surprise that this mixture worked very well.
There is no smudging
once the color is dry
on the paper, so there
is enough binder in
the crystals. (I don’t
know the binder, but
this metallic medium
reminds me of the Pearl Ex
Blue Electric,
shown actual size.

Zebra G
Fountain Pen

mixture that I make with
gum arabic and water:
4 parts Pearl Ex powder
to 1 part powdered gum
arabic, with distilled water
added as needed.)
I received three colors:
Blue Electric, Brown
Anthracite, and Mint.
The Blue Electric proved
to be a particularly intense
color. I like it and wonder if it is dye-based or
The metallic effect with these crystals is impressive. I used Mint with
pigment based (or both).
an Automatic pen for the piece above. See inside front cover for a
The Brown Anthracite
Brown Anthracite piece. The crystals come in a wide range of colors.
is a wonderful metallic
on both white and black
paper. It has a rich, subtle
appearance that is unusual
and refreshing. The Mint
has an almost silver
appearance on the black,
when the paper is turned
slightly.
Calligraphica Crystals
Calligraphica Crystals come in clever double-decker packaging, with
compare favorably to
crystals on bottom and an empty jar on top for mixing.
Coliro (FineTec) pearl
the fluid ready for a project. I like to dip, so
colors – I think they are both excellent.
I would choose the Crystals over FineTec,
The Crystals have the advantage of being
especially for folded pen. –Carol DuBosch
able to dip and/or have a good supply of

Zebra G Titanium Nib Fountain Pen, shown actual size.

Over the years, there have been a number
of offerings of a fountain pen that uses one
of the flexible pen points that is normally
used for Copperplate, Spencerian, or
Modern Calligraphy. It is a great idea:
with a fountain pen you would not have to
re-dip the pen as you write, and a pointednib fountain pen could be used anywhere
– you would not be tethered to your desk.
Alas, up to this point, none of the various
attempts has been very successful; they
have all been too finicky or difficult to

use, or they leaked, or all of the above! A
common problem is that their creators just
made do with what was already available.
They all tried to rig together the flexible pen
point to existing fountain pen parts that
were designed for a different kind of nib.
This new Zebra G Titanium Nib Fountain Pen is the first to have an ebonite feed
designed and manufactured specifically for
its flexible pen point (Zebra G Titanium
Nib) and the first to also allow for a reasonably easy exchange of nibs. Our testers

The Zebra G Titanium Nib Fountain Pen is filled with a piston-fill mechanism.

all loved the pen, and we have
tried it with standard fountain pen ink as well as Herbin
shimmer metallic inks,
and both worked well. Nib
changing is not complicated,
but it has to be done with
some care. Complete printed
instructions are included,
and it has become a routine
task for us. The nib choice is
a compromise: it has enough
The pen uses
flex for pointed pen scripts,
a replaceable
but is sturdy enough to
Titanium
lessen the frequency of nib
Zebra G nib
changes. –John Neal
(shown enlarged).
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Opposite page, clockwise from top left:
Work hard. Fine-line marking pen (black) on
paper, colored in Affinity Photo. 5.8" x 4.1".
What was it. Lettering done in pencil,
vectorized in Affinity Designer. 5.8" x 4.1".
Only Robinson. Fine-line marking pen (black)
on paper, colored in Affinity Photo. 5.8" x 4.1".
If Frodo. Lettering done in pencil, colored in
Affinity Photo. 5.8" x 4.1".

Through Him. Lettered in black ink using the corner of an Automatic pen, colored in Photoshop.
Text is from the Eucharistic Prayer. 8.3" x 5.8".

Schrift- en Letterboek by Jef Boudens
(their father) and to Sepp Jakob’s
Schrift und Symbol in Holz, Stein und
Metal. Jan soon bought his first Brause
nibs and started practicing calligraphy
and lettering in earnest. Writing &
Lettering & Illuminating by Edward
Johnston was an additional early
influence and source of inspiration.
Jan was ordained a priest in 1982,
and in 1985 he attended his first ever
workshop, which was taught by Claude
Mediavilla, with other members of the
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newly formed Nederlands-Vlaamse
Vereniging voor Kalligrafen (DutchFlemish Calligraphy Society). His work
was soon published in the first issue of
Scriptores, the society’s magazine for
members. (Scriptores is now full-color
and many pages, but then it was a slim
black & white publication.) He attended the society’s monthly meetings in
Bruges organized by Leen Gallet and
took part in a few summer courses in
that city and elsewhere in Belgium, with
instruction from Wilbert Wegman,

Katharina Pieper, John Stevens, Tom
Perkins, John R. Nash, Gottfried
Pott, Brody Neuenschwander, Ewan
Clayton, and various members of the
talented Boudens family. For a while,
Jan was also working one day a week
as letter carver in the studio of Pieter
Boudens.
Nowadays, drawn letters are Jan’s
focus. The set schedule and tight pattern of monastic life on Caldey Island
leaves no large blocks of free time, and
writing with the dip pen requires its
own setup and some preparation. One
can, however, just pick up a pencil or
a fine-line marker and start making
letters immediately, most anywhere,
then leave it for a while and easily pick
up the thread later. As a result, the
pencil and marker have become Jan’s
main lettering tools on Caldey Island.
The purchase of suitable paper on the
island is not easy, creating another
obstacle for calligraphy practice. However, he uses his visits to the homeland
to supplement his stock of paper.
Jan also makes frequent use of the
computer to refine and/or vectorize his
calligraphic designs. Sometimes the
letters need a little cleaning up or he
wants to give them a different color
(or both). He doesn’t always choose
to do this, though, as it can take some
of the life out of the letters. What he
does depends on how they are ultimately used. In RB4, the letters are
not computer retouched; they are the
original hand-formed letters. Because
the originals were reduced for the book
(from A4 to A6), there was no need for
retouching.
Jan sees his calligraphy as part of a
broader artistic sense. He is equally
interested in graphic design and

MONKEY
BAR CAPS
by Carol DuBosch

When I began working expressively with monoline capitals,
I needed a way to distinguish between capitals that follow
the rules (traditional Romans) and capitals that do not follow the rules. Designing a unit of text with renegade, nontraditional capitals felt much like playing on the monkey
bars in the schoolyard: I was reaching for the next bar and
plotting a path forward with the goal of as much connection
as possible. Monkey Bar Caps (MBCs) became the name
I chose.
I’ve always enjoyed tight layouts, bold word groupings,
and scripts that need close letterspacing. I’m also influenced
by the lettering of David Jones and Ben Shahn. The letters
made by these two artists feel warm and organic and reflect
the hands that created them. Their letterwork has an overall
texture that I’ve always admired – every mark is exactly
where it belongs, without the stiffness that results from
many rules. I feel the influence of these two artists when
designing with Monkey Bar Caps.
Playing with MBCs and closing the gaps between the
letters has become a game. I attempt to connect the strokes

Monkey Bar Caps. On white paper, I used a Speedball B nib
with black ink, then scanned my lettering into the computer.
I then merged the lettering with the background.

34
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Gratitude. I generally find that busy backgrounds distract from
calligraphy. However, in this example the pure white Monkey
Bar Caps sit well on the paste-paper background because the lettering creates a single strong unit. Saral transfer paper was used
to transfer the pen draft to the paste paper, and the writing was
done with a Speedball B-nib and Dr. Martin’s Pen White.

of each letter both vertically and horizontally in a grid-like
way while maintaining legibility and good design. I also try
to visually express some aspect of the words being written.
There is a structural quality to this way of lettering. It is as
though the connected words could actually be physically
built – I usually imagine galvanized pipe or heavy wire in
place of the inky line.
When I sit down to work on a design using Monkey Bar
Caps, I grab a pencil and write the words in simple caps
on layout paper. Once I see the words on paper, I can begin
deciding how to arrange them on the page: in a line, in
several lines, or as single words in a stack. Next, I look for
opportunities to connect the letters, moving or dividing
the words as needed. Separating long words over lines can
work, however it does slow down legibility. I use tracing
paper to make changes rather than erasing because I can
trace over a sketch and keep what is successful and easily
alter the rest. And, this way, I retain a record of the design
evolution and can go back to earlier versions when needed.
(Because it is so immediate and easy, I also erase some while
sketching.) I know that several (or many) sketches will be
needed to work out the lay of the letters and words to my
satisfaction. I’m willing to stay with it until the letters and
words totally work as a unit.
As I’m organizing and tweaking the strokes of the letters,
part of the fun can be to see what letterform modifications

